EFDI contributes to better depositors and investors protection by building on practitioners’ knowledge and experience throughout European Union and enlarged Europe.

Established in 2002, under the Belgian law, EFDI is an international non-profit association. The purpose of EFDI is to contribute to the stability of financial systems by strengthening the role of deposit guarantee schemes (DGSs) and investor compensation schemes (ICSs) as well as promoting European cooperation in these fields.

EFDI represents the common interests of the Members, exchanges information, experiences and views, provides analysis, assessment and recommendations in its field of expertise, and collaborates with EU, national, supranational and international institutions.

EFDI currently has 70 Members Institutions (DGSs and ICSs) from 48 countries located in Europe or a Member State of the Council of Europe.

Contact:
secretariat@efdi.eu
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EFDI COMMITTEES AND WORKING GROUPS

• EUROPEAN UNION Committee

Underlying activities:
- DGSD Implementation Initiative (D2I WG)
- Cross-Border Working Committee (CBWG)
- Banking Union Working Group (BUWG)

• PUBLIC RELATIONS AND COMMUNICATION (PRC) Committee

• RESEARCH Committee

Underlying activities:
- Data Base
- Risk-based contributions

• DGS STRESS-TEST Working Group

• INVESTOR COMPENSATION SCHEMES (ICS) Working Group

• AFFILIATION OF MICRO EUROPEAN STATES (AMES) Working Group